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INSIDE DeMoss expansion in full swing
By Angela Nelson, news editor
• SEASON OFF TO ROUGH START:

The Flames
get their feet
wet In the
first game of
the year. For
the story,
see page 12.

• THE RACE FOR THE PRESIDENCY

The Champion hopes to keep
you
informed
about this
year's elections. See
page 4.
» WE DIDN'T START THE FIRE-

GORE DID: Bill Murray gives
some excellent insight on the
forest fires in the West. For
details, see page 8.

Liberty is bursting atthe seams. With a new influx of
freshmen and continual growth of the school, the
administration is busily planning ways to expand the
campus—vertically, that Is.
Two years from now, after today's Juniors and seniors have stepped out into the real world, the Arthurs.
DeMoss Learning Center will look significantly different—especially from Highway 460.
Plans to add two more stories to the school's main
academic building are currently in full swing. Director
of Field Operations, J. O. Renalds said that LU decided
against a fourth floor because the building's structure
would severely limit what could be put on each floor.
Renalds expects that actual construction will start
the beginning of January 2001, but students can
expect to experience real signs of the construction as
early as October—when they register for their spring
classes. Due to safety concerns, DeMoss hall will be
shut down at least for the spring semester and summer.
To accommodate the temporary loss of the significant number of DeMoss classrooms, students and fac-

believe we can be safe with this, but it's not worth (the
ulty are going to be inconvenienced for awhile. While
risk)," Borek said, referring to the original thoughts of
nothing is actually finalized yet, plans should include
leaving students and professors in DeMoss during the
having later evening classes and possibly Saturday
construction.
classes in every space available.
"When we put the steel frame up, it's a safety situaIn 1985, the first floor of the DeMoss building was
tion. We don't want steel beams
built in just six
coming through the roof,"
months. This time,
Renalds said.
the.constructlon of
the second and third
Renalds expects to get an estifloors will take anywhere
mate from the construction comfrom 18 to 24 months,
pany sometime in October. Then
according to Renalds.
the administration will have to
look at what they can afford to
While Liberty plans to
reoccupy the first floor
-R. O. Renalds, Director o f Field put in—"some wants, some
needs and some absolute gottabefore the building is comOperations
haves."
pletely finished, Renalds
does feel that there will
"We're looking to make
this a first-class facility. It's going to be here for 50
still be some effect on classes in the Fall of 2001.
years," Renalds said. "I'm very optimistic that the price
As far as the building is concerned, building permits
is going to be pretty much in line."
and extensive engineering efforts, including structure
tests, final drawings, and cost estimates have slowed
While, new classrooms will definitely be a benefit to
down construction, according to President John Borek.
Please see DEMOSS, page 2
The school was also concerned over safety. "We

We're looking to make this
a first-class facility. It's going
to be here for 50 years.
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Students pray for revival

• NEED
ADVICE?

Send our
resident
expert, Chris
Price question s^-He
can help. For
information,
see page 2.

Spencer joins
Spiritual Life
as new pastor
By Lee Ann Livesay, reporter

OUT&
• TUESDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 69, Low 48.

• WEDNESDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 69, Low 50.

• THURSDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 76, Low 54.

• FRIDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 79. Low 59.

• SATURDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 7 9 , Low 5 7 .

ABOUT
• FALL CHRISTIAN DAY: Nicole
Smith, Clay Crosse, Sonic Flood,
Audio Adrenaline and Third Day
will be performing at
Paramount's King's Dominion
Sept. 23 starting at 5:30 p.m.
The cost is $31.99 for an individual ticket and $29.99 for
groups of 10 or more. The ticket
price includes a full day's admission to the park. Call (804) 8765561 for more Information.
• UNIQUELY YOU: A relationship
insights seminar will be held 7-9
p.m. on Sept. 12 at David's
Plate. The presenter will be Dr.
Mel Carbonell, Ph.D./Human
Behavior Sciences. Materials and
training costs $10 per person.
To register call 800 501 0490.
• CONCERT: Ghoti Hook, Vroom
and The Scurtes will be performing at Spanky's Sept. 8. It is
located on Main St. off Rt. 29.
'Ibere is a $4 admission charge.

ANGELA NKLSON

SEEKING THE THRONE—Students join hands while praying through the night. The All Night of Prayer has
traditionally set the mood for Spiritual Emphasis Week and begun the year by focusing on God.

Spiritual Life recently appointed Randy Spencer as
Director of the Center for Ministry Training and assistant to Dr. Danny Lovett, the campus pastor and Dean
of the Seminary.
Spencer said he desires to give the ministry students at LU the hands-on training they need.
"I want to get [the students] plugged into a ministry," Spencer said. He said that getting students in
ministry is his responsibility. He has devised a fourstep plan to help with this:
• Helping freshmen and sophomores get involved
in ministries on campus, like prayer leaders and
SLD's, on singing and
drama teams, and
other ministry opportunities.
• Placing Juniors and
seniors in the local
churches, working
with the churches
within a 50-mile
radius to acquire
training and experience in the ministry.
• A pastor's training
program for senior
undergraduate and
seminary students to
get them involved in
local churches, potenSPENCER
tially offering scholarships to those
ministry majors working at least 12
hours a week In the churches.
• Positioning graduating seniors and seminary
graduates into a three-month, seven-month or oneyear internship in churches all over the country.
Spencer believes that these steps will give the
ministry students the experience they need to help
them once they leave school. Because these students will have already had the practical experience, he trusts, they will be more effective in the
ministry when they are on their own after
Please see SPENCER, page 2

Verizon, weather hamper LU tech updates
By Melinda Fleming, reporter

While students relaxed al home with
the remote in one hand and a glass of
lemonade in the other, the staff of the
Information Services department at Lib
erty battled the weather and a local
strike so students could return to an
updated Internet system.
Between five incidents of lightning
strikes this summer- which damaged
telephone and computer systems and
the local strike ol'telecommunications
company Verizon, the technicians at the
department had a lot on their hands.
Maurice Zailke, executive director of
Information Services, was one of the
staff members who dealt with the com

plications first-hand. According to
Zailke, a Verizon representative said an
engineer had been assigned LU's project
lo update the current computer system
to a DS3 before the strike began. The
engineer did not have the opportunity to
start work on the job because the strike
Started around the lime the project was
slated to begin.
"Every day of the strike were days lost
In this process," Zailke said.
According to Zailke, the new DS3 sys
tern that LI J attempted to have installed
before students returned to classes
would be a great improvement over the
current system, which is now running at

full capacity!
"Our new system when installed will

take us from 1.5 megs to 45 megs," ZafIke said. "It will basically give us the
capacity to do anything that anyone can
do on a network. We could actually set
up a remote classroom in northern Virginia with lull audio and video."
While students can still use campus
Intranet resources such as the library
card catalogue or looking up a course
syllabus, not having the DS3 system
installed slows down students who
want to visit Web pages outside of the
university.
"Where ihis (the strike) is impacting
us is when we want to get outside the
community. At that point that's where
we run Into trouble," Zailke said.
Now that the stiike is over, Verizon
I

has stated to Zaflke that the project may
be completed by the end of September.
Another area the staff of the Information Services department dealt with this
summer was campus telephone service.
Due to five lightning strikes that caused
damage to the telephone systems, many
students returned to their dorms only to
find calling home or using voice mail
would not be easy.
"My phone didn't work the first week 1
was here. I couldn't call out or in," sophomore Josiah Chaves said.
Sophomore Erica Fiddler could use
her telephone but she said that she did
not have voice mail for a week.
Please see VERIZON, page 4
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LU changes leadership positions
By Chris Sheppard, reporter

The offices of Residence Life, Student Life and the College of Arts and
Sciences went through some changes
In leadership this summer.
Brad Smith, former Dean of Residence Life, took a position with
Cedarvllle College In Ohio. His position was filled by former Associate
Dean of Residence Life, Michelle
Bunts. Additionally, Hao Yung Chin
is now the Associate Dean of Residence Life after being Associate Dean
of Men for two years and a Residence
Director for seven years.
Another change comes with Dean

of Students Gregory Dowell leaving
Liberty to work with InServlce America, a local Christian telecommunication center, as Director of Government Programs.
InServlce America was founded in
1985 as an Inbound and outbound
call center that works with a variety
of services including U.S. Army
recruitment and prayer request lines.
Last year 1,000 people were saved as
a result of InServlce America's prayer
request operation.
When asked about the recent
departures of Smith and Dowell,
Bunts said, "Greg Dowell and Brad
Smith are both wonderful men who

are now serving the Lord in other
areas."
Dr. Ron Hawkins returned to Liberty as Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences on July 1. The position
was previously held by Dr. Terry
Spohn who has remained at Liberty
teaching In the Biology and Chemistry departments.
Hawkins first came to Liberty In
1978 and worked In the School of
Religion as head of the Seminary.
Hawkins also started the Master of
Arts program In Counseling as well
as being head of the External Degree
Program until 1995 when he left to
become President ofrWestern Semi-

nary In Portland, Ore.
President John Borek was Instrumental In Hawkins' decision to return
to Liberty. "We [the faculty] feel that
Liberty Is poised to move to the next
level." Hawkins said, adding that Dr.
Borek has created the sense of a new
team. Returning to Liberty was like
coming home, according to Hawkins,
since he has three children and five
grandchildren living In the area.
Hawkins will be teaching a graduate level counseling modular this
summer and will eventually be teaching classes during the school year for
the graduate program in counseling.

DeMoss: Construction to begin in January 2001
Continued from page 1

Christine
Helena Hull
Birthday: Sept. 25,1980
Hometown: Harieysville, Pa.
Major: Marketing/Management
Information Systems, with a
minor in psychology
Residence: Dorm 27-1
Describe your ideal Saturday
afternoon: Go for a hike; play
ultimate frisbee; go swimming;
go caving, etc.
Would you be willing to run
for public office? Why or why
not? No, because there's less
expensive ways of wasting 2 to
6 years of time.
Where do you see yourself in
the next 10 years? As a twoterm senator.
If you were stranded on a
desert island, with just one
person, who would you
choose? Bill Murray—
because he can always make
me laugh.
My most treasured material
possession: My sapphire ring
that my parents designed for
me. For each important event
in my life, they plan to add diamonds to each side.

the school, everyone will have to
work together until the project is finished. The biggest problem Is the A. P.
Guillermin Library. With approximately 290,000 volumes, no one is
quite sure where to move them.
According to research by Dr. Dave
Barnett, the assistant director of Information Services and the Director of
Library Services, about 160,000 of
these books are In general circulation.
Approximately 60,000 have been regularly used In the past years.
"We're working really hard to define
what we feel like are the essential services we need to offer," Barnett said.
Barnett feels the best possible solution would be to take some portion of
the 60,000 books and temporarily store
them where students can have
access—preferably on campus.
In order to house the books, Barnett

estimates that about 10 to 12 thousand square feet would be needed—an
amount of space that will be difficult to
locate on a campus that will already be
hard-pressed for space.
While Barnett and others are trying
hard to
keep the
library on
campus,
there is a
possibility
that the
essential
books would
""""
need to be kept In a rented space somewhere off campus, and the rest in some
place that would still be accessible if
necessary.
Additionally, the bookstore and
many offices, Including the Champion,
will be temporarily moved. Other complications come with the computer
server, the telephone systems and the

a

The good thing is, you
can see the light at the
end of the tunnel.

Spencen Liberty hires new
assistant campus pastor
Continued from page 1

graduation. Referring to Liberty University students, Spencer said, "We can rock
this nation and change the world."
Spencer and his wife, Lynn, have been
married for almost 30 years. They met in
Bible college and were married in 1970.
She is currently enrolled at Liberty as an
Elementary Education major.
The Spencer's have two daughters:
Hope, who graduated from the nursing
program at LU in 1998, and Holly, who is
married and lives in Ohio. They also have
one son, Rob, who is a senior pastoral
ministry major at LU.
Spencer grew up in Dubois, Pa., where
he received the call to preach at the age of
15. He received a degree in Bible from
Appalachian Bible College in 1971. Following that he attended Evangelical Theological Seminary In Missouri.
He went from there to Calvary Baptist
Church near Pittsburgh, Pa., where he
interned for about a year. After that, he
started a small church in his hometown.
When he left nine years later, it boasted
over 600 members.
He left there to start another church in
Western Pennsylvania where he stayed for

14 years. Spencer started this church
with 30 charter members and when he left,
it had over 800 attending. While he was
there, he began an annual evangelical
camp meeting in Western Pennsylvania
that has continued since he left and Is now
in its 18th year and has over 1,200 In
attendance.
Spencer's most recent church was First
Baptist Church outside Columbus, Ohio,
where he served as senior pastor for four
years. When he left, the church had over
2,000 members and was in the middle of a
building program.
After hearing Spencer speak, Sophomore Laura Latshaw said, "Here's a man
who practices what he preaches."
Sophomore Matthew Kirkland said, "I
think [he] is a sincere, passionate man of
God. Only a few have the love of Christ
and people consuming their whole lives as
this man does."
Freshman Emily Woody said she feels
that Spencer will pass his love for Christ
and for people on to all the students that
he comes in to contact with.
"He has such a great passion that It will
overflow onto others giving them a great
passion as well."

Words I live by: No regrets

/^4 *t The Liberty

My worst habit: Saying
exactly what I think.

Champion

First thing I notice about
people: Their smile, or lack
thereof.

heating and air conditioning ducts that
supply Applied Sciences and the Liberty Broadcasting Network in Fine
Arts—all of which are located In
DeMoss.
The administration and faculty,
along with
input from
students in
SGAand
Spiritual Life,
are currently
working hard
-Renalds
to figure out
Just where to
»
re-locate everyone—a task that has not
been easy.
"We've had total and complete involvement from everyone. The good thing Is,
you can see the light at the end of the tunnel," Renalds said. "There's so much to
look forward to. At the end of the construction project, we're going to have a
facility that Is second to none."

got bromfood?
Ride Back to School!

Do you think pro wrestling is
fake or real? I think it's a fake
male soap opera—not that I
disapprove.

atoretaa

Schutoui

Compiled by Angola Nelson

$

Having problems with your
roommate?
Classes getting
the best of you?
Not know what
to do on your
date?
Well, starting
next week the
Champion will
become your
one-stop shop
for advice on all
your problems
big and small.
PRICE
All you have to do is write a brief summary of your situation with your name and phone
number, drop It in the Letter to the Editor box outside the Champion office in DH 110, and you just
may be one of the lucky few who will receive advice
from our very pwn expert, Mr. Chris Price. Then it
wi It be up to you to decide if "the Price is Right."

Family Fun Environment
Large Parties Welcome

189

Mountain Bikes • Hybrids • BMX Freestyle
Great Line-Up of Helmets, Locks & Accessories!

385-4157

Is Ri9ht?

Serving Full Menu

Prices
Start at
^^

The /Vwce

•

2000 Model Close-Out Sale
My dream vacation: Traveling
all over the US and stopping
whenever I wanted with no particular plan in mind.

The current plans for DeMoss Include
renovating the first floor, finishing the second floor and building the main shell of
the third. Renalds is not sure as to when
the third floor will be entirely finished.
One advantage of the new building will
be to bring some of the departments
together. "You've got faculty offices scattered and the different departments need
to be in close proximity," Renalds said,
mainly referring to the school of communications.
According to floor plans, the second
floor hopes to add nine ITRC labs, 21
general classrooms, five nurses classrooms, a nursing station, three men's
and women's restrooms, faculty offices,
another floor to the library, a debate lab
and many more miscellaneous offices
and work stations.
Students who wish to make suggestions about class scheduling or relocations should contact Vice President for
Academics, Dr. Boyd Rist.

M-F 10-7
Sat 10-5

www.bikesunlimited.com • 2248 Lakeside Dr.

4001 Murray Place
Lynchburg, VA

24502
(804)528-3604

Great Place To Come After The Game
OPEN TILL 1:80 MONDAY-SUNDAY
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LU hosts several summer conferences
By Diana BelL assistant news editor

PHOTO I'ROVIDRD

AND YOU THOUGHT THIS PLACE SHUT DOWN — Virginia Attorney General
Mark Parley addressed nearly 900 delegates at Boys State this summer.

Even with the absence of students, this summer was an eventful one on Liberty's campus.
Many events were held, Including
Rick Gage's "GO TELL" camps,
Promise Keepers and the annual
American Legion's Boys State.
The Promise Keepers rally was
held June 2-3. The speakers
Included Buddy Owens, Ramesh
Richard, George Morrison, Gary
Rosberg, Jtm Burns, Crawford
Lorttts and Larry Jackson. Mark
Schulte provided the music.
The mission of Promise Keepers as stated on their Web site is,
"Promise Keepers is a Christ-centered ministry dedicated to uniting men through vital relationships to become godly Influences

in their world."
Many personal reactions to the
Lynchburg conference were on
the Web site. "Promise Keepers Is
a conference where men are spiritually torn down and rebuilt the
correct way, by the one set of
Instructions that matter, The
Word of God," John Thrush of
Roanoke, Va. said.
Another participant, Pastor
William Davis,fromWoodlawn
Baptist Church in Alexandria,
Va., said, "The Lynchburg conference was a great conference and
needs to be an annual event.. .The
accommodations at Liberty University were fabulous.
Expressing his gratitude for
the conference, Leon Engelking
from Elkrldge, Md. said, "Lynchburg rolled out the welcome
wagon for us and I know God will

Cooper recognized for play
By Johanna Price, reporter

Linda Nell Cooper, of the English department, recently
received a national award for a
play she wrote entitled "April
Morning." The play features three
characters entangled in tragic
love, and the superstition and
faith "that is so often misconstrued" in the Appalachian
Mountains.
Cooper's professor at the University of Virginia, where she is
pursuing her doctorate, sent the
play into a national competition.
As a result, she was awarded the
Charles M. Getchell award for
"Best New Play of the Southeastern United States." The play is to
be featured on the front cover of
an upcoming issue of Southern
Theater magazine.
Cooper has been writing plays
since junior high school. Her latest project involves writing the
script for The Living Christmas
Tree," a large production put on
every year at Thomas Road Baptist Church. She spent the past
summer turning her award-winning play "April Morning" into a
screenplay and she is also working on a Civil War musical called

"Rebel Cry," for which she is writing both the script and the
music.
Cooper has been involved with
the Renaissance Theater and the
Lynchburg Theater for many
years and was recently involved
In its production of "Hello Dolly!"
Cooper's drama career premiered at
age four
when she
began acting on
stage. The
childhood
hobby
stuck and
transferred
Into her
COOPER
adult life. Her passion for the spotlight led her, first
to a career In professional acting,
then to directing and playwriting.
Although Cooper has now
been teaching a total of 13 years,
with 10 of those years in the English department at Liberty, her
true desire is still with the stage.
According to Cooper, the ultimate goal of any actor or playwright is to make it big on Broadway, but Cooper has found contentment in Lynchburg. "Acting

is a passion, play-wrighting is a
passion," Cooper said. "You
know you have done a good performance when you come off
stage having played a character
so well that people around you
are still calling you by that character's name."
When asked about her favorite
play, Cooper said her first answer
is "Les Miserables" because It
"evokes so much emotion into the
audience."
Her second play of choice is
her own "April Morning." "I got to
see it from birth to production
and how it just took life on the
stage... Many people don't realize
the amount of work that is
Involved In producing a finished
project for the stage," Cooper
said.
The Gretchell award establishes respect for Cooper In the
professional theater world. This
is important to her because
Cooper sees her accomplishment
as a platform for her faith, a
chance to speak a Christian voice
into a secular world. She plans to
continue to write plays In order to
reach out to those in the realm of
theater.

pour his blessings on that city."
For more information try their
Web site at www.promise keepers.org. The mailing address is:
Promise Keepers, P.O. Box
103001. Denver, CO 802503001.
The American Legion held Its
annual Boys State at Liberty on
June 20. Virginia Attorney General Mark Earley addressed
nearly 900 delegates at the conference. According to Director of
Communications for the Attorney
General, David Botkins, Earley
urged the delegates to keep a passion forfreedomand democracy.
Another event that occurred
after students left was Rick
Gage's "GO TELL" camp. It was
held on campus Jury 10-14. The
camp pastor was Dr. Frank Cox,
pastorfromNorth Metro Church

In Atlanta, Ga. Other speakers
included Scott Camp, Frank Cox,
Danny Lovett Larry Grays and
Rick Gage. The worship leader
was LU's own Eric Lovett and
Eternal Praise, with musical
guests Natalie Grant and Charles
Billingsley.
"There are thousands of young
people In our nation who need
Christ, and thousands of others
who want to do what isrightbut
simply need direction and
encouragement to do so.. .That is
what "GO TELL" camp is all
about," Rick Gage said on his
Website.
For more information on "GO
TELL" camps or Rick Gage Ministries, contact Rick Gage Ministries, P.O. Box 48543 Atlanta,
GA 30362, or call them: 1 -800550-GAGE(4243).

NBA player to
speak at TRBC:

GREEN
By Christine Koech, copy editor

NBA star A.C. Green Is coming to Lynchburg. Green, who
is also the founder of A.C.
Green Youth Foundation, Inc.,
is scheduled to speak at Heritage High School and Thomas
Road Baptist Church September 10.
Green is set to speak to
youths at Heritage High School
at 10 a.m. and then at the 11
a.m. service at Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
The A.C. Green Programs
For Youth is a nonprofit youth
organization that strongly promotes the message of abstinence through a documen-

A. C. Green and his foundation,
Programs for Youth, promote the
message of abstinence through a
documentary/music video
tary/muslc video titled "It Ain't
Worth It," starring A.C. Green
and includes an all-star lineup
of athletes from the NBA, NFL
and Olympic competitors.
Committed to helping youth
develop to their fullest potential, the organization supports
Green's mission, "to help young
people build self-esteem, character and to teach moral and
ethical principles to help them
make responsible decisions."
Green's Web site states, "Our
goal Is to serve both the youth
and the communities in which
they live by providing information about sexual abstinence
and social issues that concern
our young people and educat-

ing them to make responsible
choices to prepare them for
their future."
According to the Web site,
the organization believes that
young people must develop
morally, ethically, educationally, physically and mentally to
fulfill their dreams and goals in
life.
The Web site states, "The
underlying theme throughout
is to accept each person for
who they are, in an unconditional atmosphere of love and
respect."
For more Information, visit
Green's Web site at
www.acgreen.com

(WELL, AT LEAST THE CD
WE'RE GIVING AWAY DOES)

FREE T U N E S W H E N

YOU OPEN

A

WACHOVIA

And a free check card, free use
of Wachovia ATMs (they're all over the place) and free
Online Banking. Try to find another bank that gives
you all this, plus the music of Train, Josh Joplin, Stir
and 10 other artists.
COLLEGE ACCOUNT.

TO OPEN A COLLEGE ACCOUNT AND RECEIVE A
FRESH CD,* STOP BY ANY B R A N C H . OR FOR MORE
DETAILS, CHECK OUT WWW.WACHOVIA.COM.

TpCHOVIA
Let

sorted:

•Otic CD per account, while supplies Last.
Wachovia Bank. N.A., is a member FD1C.
Account subject to approval. ©Wachovia Corporation
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What's going on in the
presidential race?
nationalupdate
Compliled f r o m t h e

•ftitin

-Compiled by Garet Robinson and Bill Murray

Associated Press

Rain brings aid to
firefighters
For firefighters battling the nation's worst fire
season In 50 years, forecasts of cooler temperatures and rain showers are giving hope to a situation that has seemed uncontrollable for weeks.
Nationally, 68 major fires, according to the
National Interagency Fire Center are currently
burning 1.7 million acres. For states such as Idaho
and Montana, the change in weather is a welcome
sight.
"Visibility Is as good as I have seen It in the more
than two weeks that I've been here," said Mark
Struble, an information officer from the base camp
in the Bitterroot Valley. The Bitterroot Valley is
currently home to 173,560 acres of burning land.
This past week. President Clinton declared both
Montana and Idaho federal disaster areas, thus
making their hardest hit areas eligible for badly
needed federal funding. Idaho Gov. Dick
Kempthorne has said his state welcomes the funding as they have already suffered $54 million in
loses.

Reno to allow Boy
Scouts use of U.S.
gov't property
Attorney general Janet Reno has decided that
the Boy Scouts of America will be permitted to continue their use of federal lands for programs and
training sessions.
Reno was reacting to a request by the Department of the Interior (DOl) which had asked the
attorney general for clarification regarding their
department's relationship with the Boy Scout's
organization.
The DOI was unsure whether a recent court
ruling allowing the Boy Scouts to discriminate
against hiring homosexual troop leaders put the
group in conflict with federal anti-discrimination
laws. Such laws are in place to Insure the federal
government does not permit discrimination based
on sexual orientation.
Reno said that even though the DOI and Boy
Scouts work closely on some of the organizations
projects, it is the Boy Scouts— not the DOI—that
is actually conducting the programs thus clearing
the DOI of any wrong-doing.
This issue became a hot topic in Washington
recently when republican leaders began to blast
the Clinton administration for considering severing their ties to the Boy Scouts.

Bus, truck brakes
found to be faulty
Thomas Built Buses, Inc. has announced that
6,000 of its school buses may be plagued with
faulty brake systems. In addition, as many as
300,000 other vehicles they produce—mainly commercial vehicles—may also contain the defective
brakes.
The problem was discovered when a San Francisco bus driver experienced a temporary loss of
braking power. The manufacturer of the brakes
then found that braking power may be lost when
the vehicles containing the systems are moving at
speeds less than 20 mph. The loss of braking ability can last for up to three seconds.
In response, Bendix—the maker of the braking
systems—has began to manufacture repair kits
which will be shipped in November.

Highlights and lowlights on the trail
Vice-President Al Gore and Texas GovernorGeorge W. Bush are preparing to square offas
the raceforthe presidency heats up. As two
weeks of elaborate party conventions roared
across the American landscape both parties did
what they could to put their best foot forward.
Yet as the election passes the all-important
Labor Day benchmark, the two candidates are
in a dead heat according to several polls, In
addition, the candidates are beginning to position themselves strategically on the fundamental Issues that will shape the debate of this election year.
ABC News Is reporting that as of Labor Day,
the race for the 270 electoral votes needed to

not only on college-aged Americans, as he is
expected to release the details of his prescription drug plan within the coming days. The
issue of providing senior Americans with drug
benefits has proven to be a crucial topic
throughout this election cycle.
Gore, meanwhile, has been trying to secure
several states In the northwest—specifically
Washington and Oregori—where the Green
Party's candltlate Ralph Nader is expected to
have a significant impact on Gore's chances for
winning in these states. Travelingwith his running mate, Sen. Joseph Ueberman, Gore
touted his prescription drug plan and talked at
length about health care and children.

win the presidency is quite close. Bush has
234 electoral votes easily within his grasp as
Gore's counts stands at 201 votes.
This comes following a summer ofwhat at
times could be labeled as an expansive gap In
polls between the two nominees. The Bush
campaign Is scrambling to stay on the offensive
so that It can bring back the poll gap they
enjoyed for so long.
The Texas governor recently outlined a plan
to expand aid to needy college students with
approximately $7 billion newdollars for aid.
BusfTs says that his college aid package would
provide every American with the resources
needed to get a college education. His focus is

So who are all the candidates?
This summer has been fast and furious In
regards to the first presidential election of the
new millennium. Candidate nominations,
running mate selections and elaborate party
conventions gave the political parties a chance
to grab the attention of the American public
which has so far proven relatively disinterested.
Polls and opinions have been numerous
and free flowing. But the resounding question
seems to be the same thing on the mindsand
lips of the American people—who are these
guys? The following is a breakdown of the four
major candidates who are vyingforWhite
House residency.
PATRICK BUCHANAN (Reform) The
embattled Reform Party has Patrick Buchanan
as their nominee whether the others like it or
not After having a convention whose delegates
were split between choosing Buchanan or fellow reformer John Hagelin as their nominee, it

seems Buchanan has the advantage within his
own party—"for now. Buchanan's running
mate is former teacher Ezola Foster. For more
information, go to www.buchananreforra. com.
GEORGE W. BUSH rjRep.) TheTexas Governor—and son of former President George
Bush— showed an impressive lead in the polls
as the Republicans came out of their convention. While polls now showing a close race
between Bush and Vice President Gore, Bush
still has an excellent chance of winning In
November. With former Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney as hisirunning rnate, Bush is running
a campaign based on his vision for America.
For more Information; try
www.geOrgeWbush.com.
VICE PRESIDENT ALBERT GORE J R .
(Dem.) A former Senator from Tennessee,
Gore~—usually characterized as a stiff and
emotionless person—has shed his former self
and embraced a campaign and style ofyouth

and vitality, echoing what he sees as America
itself. Once trailing in the polls by up to 18
points. Gore is now in a dead heat with the
GOP candidate Bush. Choosing Connecticut
Senator Joseph Lieberman as his running
mate, Gore has positioned himselfas a ibrtnt?
dable opponent for Bush. For mere irtformattongo toww\y.aigore;c6rru
RALPH NADER (Greenjlbe life of this formerconsumer advocate has drastically
changed in recent months as Nader has
accepted the Green Parry's^nomtoatfon for
presidentof the United States. With an agenda
set on a very grassroots approach^ Nader has
put forth an agenda based on getting to the
people. As of last week Nader has yet to name
a running mate but he is said to be on the looko u t With phrases such as "Restoring the Living Wage" Nader is Intent on cleaning up and
cleaning out the current government For
more Information gotowww.votenader.com.

Verizon:
Strike preventsphone service

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TR UST 5 ER VI C E S

Continued from page 1

According to Zafike, "With the
repeated strikes in this situation, when
the students and faculty came back we
had all of these lines that we didn't know
the status of."
The Information Services staff began
working on the situaUon by dealing with
the students who had no telephone service.
"It was important to restore basic
service first and then the extra amenities. Our number one priority was to
restore phone service and get the students taken care of," Zafike said.
With most of the technical problems
worked out, Zaftke commended the
Information Services staff for their work
during the summer.
"I am so grateful to the technical staff
in IS for what they've been able to do
under any circumstance you can Imagine," Zaffke said. "People in IS do have a
commitment over and beyond our paycheck and it comes from our faith."

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
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Package

Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:

managed funds
•

Napa County, Calif, was home to an earthquake
early Sunday morning. At 1:36 a.m., a 5.2 magnitude quake hit the heart of the state's wine country, disturbing people within a 50-mile radius.
The damage was relatively minor, including loss
of power and broken windows throughout the
region. Water and gas service was also disrupted
and about 25 injuries were reported.
While the assesment of the quake's effects are
still being examined, It's not expected to have had
the impact of other, more serious California earthquakes.
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picks of the week
• 9/6. "Celebrity Cookoff."

• 9/5-9/8. "Mind your P's and Q's."
An exhibit of pottery, quilts and paintings are on display at the
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center's Dillard Gallery.
Call (804) 846-8451 for gallery hours.

• 9/9. "Opening night-Tne Crucible."
The Crucible, a drama about Puritan cleansing of witchcraft In
Salem, Massachusetts opens on SepL 9 at 8 p.m. Tickets $7
for students. Call (804) 846-8451 for more details.

Several chefs will be cooking at the Fourth Annual News and
Advance "Celebrity CookofT on Sept. 6 at the Lynchburg
Community Market. $12 tickets. Call (804) 385-5577.

• 9/5-10/29. "Diana Mtehenen Photographs."
Compelling photographs will be featured in the exhibiUon at
the Mater Museum or Art, Randolph Macon Woman's College.
Free. Open Thurs.-Sun, 1-5 p.m. Call (804) 947-8136.

to JBedside JBaptist
Lynchburg offers students many church options
Bv brace Kne, reporter
F |—^liey seem to be as numerous as the
stais in the sky and as vast as the
expanse of the sea. Their sheer
n i. iber can be overwhelming. Everywhere
yi iook, there Is another one. each with its
o\ style calling you closer. Like the sands
ol te seas, churches in Lynchburg are
e\ 'iywhere and seemingly innumerable.
• hiding a local church can be a quite a
tet !<. Even- Monday, Wednesday and Frid
LlbTtv students are immersed in

church services. Every Thursday night,
students are required to attend an often
church-like service known as "hall meeting." Altera full week of church, students
are left with the question "where should we
go on Sunday?"
Thomas Road Baptist Church is a popular choice among Liberty students. The
very church that gave birth to Liberty University draws students and members alike
to hear the preaching of Dr. Jerry Falwell.
"I like the upbeat music, old hymns, good
preaching, and the extra credit," senior

DOEBLER

A POPULAR CHOICE — Quaint and comfortable, Brentwood Community Church,
located off of Route 29, is a popular Sunday morning choice for Liberty students.

Brian Ballard said.
Thomas Road offers many Sunday
school classes geared toward college students like the "Real U Cafe," and the "Bottling Company." In addition the pastor's
Sunday school class serves as an extra
credit Bible lab for some Old and New Testament classes. The church also brings in
special speakers and music regularly to
illustrate what God has been doing
throughout the world.
"I like the atmosphere and the free spirit
of worship of Cornerstone Community
Church," junior Heather Sagan said.
They're not stuck in a pattern. They're
willing to move with God."
Located on Park Avenue, across from
Miller Park, Cornerstone Community
Church services run longer than most
other services in the area.
"Services usually run from 10:30 a.m. to
1 p.m., depending on how the Spirit
moves," Head Elder Willie Taylor said.
Senior Tammi Green attends Brentwood
Community Church because she can
relate to the pastor's messages.
"The pastor teaches through stories, and
1 like the praise and worship" Green said.
Several Liberty graduates help make up the
leadership of Brentwood Community
Church, which offers several Bible studies
targeting college-aged people.
Held in a converted shopping market,
Grace Evangelical Free Church has a laidback atmosphere that many students
appreciate. Senior Joey DICarlo enjoys the

DOEBLER

A C H O I C E FOR T H E MASSES — A worthwhile and convenient walk away,
Campus Church provides solid preaching and the best in contemporary-Christian music.
praise and worship and feels that the
music and preaching are fulfilling.
Old Forest Road Baptist Church, with its
simple church appearance, stands as a
more traditional church that prefers worshiping to old hymns. The church also
holds a Sunday school class geared toward
college-aged people before the worship
service. Senior Megan Mayak enjoyed the
frank, yet honest preaching, as well as the
warm, friendly atmosphere.
Campus church offers a service within
walking distance that closely mirrors the
convocation services held during the week.
Junior Mike Lunde likes the praise and
worship lead by Eric Lovett and Eternal
Praise (Wednesday nights), and feels that
"the messages are good ... they speak to
the student body."

The services are led by Liberty's three
campus pastor's - Danny Lovett, Dwayne
Carson and the office's newest edition,
Randy Spencer.
Despite the vast amount of churches in
Lynchburg, finding a local congregation to
join does not have to be a daunting task. By
visiting several local churches and talking
to other students and professors about the
churches that they like - as well as asking
why they like them — one can develop a
good idea of which church best fits the criteria they have for their house of worship.
For a listing of the more than 100
churches in Lynchburg be sure to check
the yellow pages.
With a little research, you can leave "Pastor Sheets," and attend a worship service
moved by the Holy Spirit.

Liberty keeps up with changing needs of students
The library has also added a color
printer for students who may want to print
their work in full color.
tailing a fresh school year means
Student Life has undergone changes as
^new classes, new rules, new faces
well. David's Place has a new manager, Nic
and new friends. But there are also
Carver, and he can't hide his eagerness as
nevv amenities on Liberty's campus that
he explains his plans for the coming
students may not know about!
months.
The A.P. Guillermin Library has
"We have a new smoothie machine that's
expanded its services to further help students with their studies and research.
doing really well," Carver said.
"We've already sold four to five hundred
According to Associate Dean of Library
smoothies! I'm hoping to get some money
Services, Carl Merat, the library's Web
1 >age features several new services, which in the next couple of weeks for new Nintendo games.. .we also want to continue
include a list of six new research datawith Karaoke and get some more local and
bases and a new Journal Finder service to
on campus bands to appear In David's
he'p identify the location of full-text jourPlace activities."
nals, i he journals can be accessed from
cither the Guillermin Library print collecCarver also said he wants to expand the
tion or from one of the library's full-text
menu at the Cafe by selling cookies and
elecuunic databases.
pastries.
Graphic art enthusiasts and Communi"More new electronic resources will be
cation majors alike should be thrilled to
iid Jed In the weeks to come, but as stusee i l shiny, sleek, new Apple computers
dents have requested, the library will provide access to an initial collection of 10,690 in the Kirkpatrick Media Center. The
Power Mac G4 models are supposed to be
L-iJook titles from netLibrary," Merat said.
"This special collection is not enabled for faster; smarter and have incredible graphics. All\of the G4s are equipped with ZIP
access yet but should be available in a few
drivesforlarge project storage. Over 20
weeks."

new Dell PCs have also been installed in
the Information Technology Resource Center.
Academic Information Specialist, Mark
Armstrong, ran down the list of changes
and updates to the ITRC.
"We have upgraded to Windows 2000
and Microsoft Office 2000. We also have a
new Lanier color printer and a new Splash
page designed by the coordinator of
ResNet, Jonathan Minter."
Perhaps the most exciting thing to come
along this year is the Automated Student
Information Service Tool (ASIST). The program, which can be accessed from Liberty's Splash page, allows students to
automatically update their personal information on-line, view grade records, unofficial transcripts and student account
records. However, the best part is that in
the future ASIST will allow for on-line class
registration.
It has been said that change is always
certain, and with changes like these, the
LU administration hopes that the school
will continue to grow and provide excellent
academic and social opportunities for its
students in the new millennium.

every Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
(including me, 1 confess). The show's
Idea, while cleverly and successfully
produaed, has obvious connections to
Darwinis theory of natural selection
or morelcommonly referred to as
"survive of the fittest." (Herbert
SpencerVictually coined the
phrase "Survival of the fittest
in thelati 1850s.)
CharleslRobert Darwin
explainecmis theory in book
form In O/W/it' Origin of
Species bymeans of Natural Selection or The
Preservatloh of Favoured
Races In thc\Strugglefoi
Life.
Natural selection
In essence, siys that
as many generations
of species pas'
nature will selkct
those Individuals
best suited to ;ipar-

ticular environment to survive. Those
more likely to survive and reproduce
in their environment will have a better
chance of passing these "good" characteristics on to their own offspring and thus extending
the entire species' existence.
In other words, the
closer an individual
adapts to his environment, the greater his
chances of survival.
O.K. So did Richard
Hatch, (the eventual
million
dollar "survivor") adapt
best among
all of his
Island
mates? No,
heJust
played the
game and

By Amanda Byrd-Payne, reporter

jessicabrophy
So you wanna be a
Survivor?
Never ending horizons cry out serenity. Purple, pink, and orange hues saturate the sunsets. Miles of sandy
beach beckon long walks. Hammocks
speak to the weary. Adventurous rafts
summon dreams while drifting.
Coconut trees activate taste buds.
It sounds like island life off the coast
of Borneo In the South China Sea. The
descriptions sound pretty enticing.
That is, until you realize you are on a
television show entitled "Survivor."
"Outwit. Outplay. Outlast." Forget
about swimming, daydreaming, rafting or enjoying the sunsets. You're
there to survive.
The hit television show "Survivor,"
had Americans glued to their sets

CHAD KNIGHT

S L E E K AND SHINY APPLES — The Kirkpatrick Media Center was recently
equipped with 21 new black and white Power Mac G4s, all ZIP drive ready.

played the game to win.
While "Survivor" taught us that the
belief in the theory of evolution still
runs rampant In America, it was obvious that Richard did not survive
because of his adaptability to island
life. So maybe he did catch a couple of
sting rays and learn how to build the
quickest fire out of all his cast mates.
But, it was people like Colleen and
Kelly who built relationships and In
the end won the hearts of the American public.
While "Survivor" is merely a microcosm of reality, It requires Christians
to look at their own lives and decide
how they can successfully survive in
their day-to-day Christian walks.

Oswald Chambers In Mu utmost for
His Highest, suggests being Christconscious instead of being
self-conscious. If anything, Including
academics, boyfriends/girlfriends,
movies, friends, etc. diverts attention
from Christ, Christians see themselves

apart Christ — as separate from Him.
Christians, however, are one in
Christ and should beware of those
things that will split up this vital relationship.
Interestingly enough, Eccleslastes
12:1 commands Christians to remember their Creator and to do so, more
importantly, in the days of their youth.
That means now.
Our God not only made us fit to survive but fit enough to live an abundant
and active life, one that seeks to glorify
Him.
The next time you watch "Survivor,"
it will Include images of dry deserts,
aqua coast lines, koala bears and kangaroos from the land Down Under.
Instead of trying to figure out the survivor most lit to win, remember that
those most lit to win In the game of life
are constantly Christ-conscious
Instead oi self-absorbed. The ultimate
survivor will remember his Creator In
the days of his youth.
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So, you're Thea LU freshman?
Survival Guide
New students learn
to adjust to life at LU

According to Mr. Just-in Case

Hat for the LU
athletic games or
Marriott meals
after classes

A big smile to keep Justin
upbeat when everything
seems to go wrong

By Dana Galbraith, reporter

because they become your family for
the year," encourages Anna Pulver, a
ew beginnings are exciting, and Liberty Alumna who works in the ITRC.
this Fall marks the start of a
Josh Kee, a junior agrees. "Learn to
new stage of life for the memlove your roommates," he said, "and it
bers of the class of 2004 as they begin
will make your year a lot easier."
their college experience.
Reaching out beyond the walls of
After checking in, creating class
your dorm is important. There are
schedules and creatively fitting three
countless activities throughout the
people and their belongings into a
year, whether it be through the Studorm room, the freshman class has
dent Life office, the Spiritual Life office
made the transition into the student
or your dorm activities. Those all probody and has added new enthusiasm
vide easy ways to meet people and have
to the campus.
fun.
As of August 25, the class consisted
Time management is another college
of 1,369 new freshman students —
survival skill.
according to the Registrar's office —
"Make time for sleep," Chris Howard,
and is made up of
a Junior from Penn56 percent female
-"^^"•" , —-""~ - sylvanla said. "Use
and 44 percent male
the time you have
Get to know people wisely
students. Added to
and learn as
the already diverse
on your hall, because much as possible."
mix of students are
Making good use of
they become your fam- your
freshmen from 47
time will help
states and 20 counyou academically.
ily for the year.
tries.
-Anna Pulver Think beyond homework and class
With a week of oriLiberty Alumni attendance and take
entation behind
them, freshmen
^^____^_^__
,
JJ time to think about
your major and the
and transfer stupossible ways to arrange your classes.
dents are quick to pick up on the
excitement and the spirit of Liberty
"If you know your major," Culvette
University.
Miller said, "find an upperclassman
with the same major. Find out which
Jonathan Merritt, a freshman in
classes they are taking and get their
Dorm 16, said that he appreciates the
"spirit and atmosphere here. The lead- opinion on the program."
ership team on my hall has already
Getting involved in church is also
made it a great place to live."
important. Campus church brings the
student body together to worship God
Sarah Caza, a transfer student from
and to be challenged by His Word.
the University of Maine finds that Liberty "has a friendly environment which There are many churches in Lynchburg as well. Be on the look out for stumakes it easy to open up and meet
dents who car-pool to the services.
people."
The school year lies ahead and is
Along with the excitement of college
filled with opportunities. Make a comlife comes many adjustments to a new
mitment to try new things, make new
way of living. But freshmen aren't
friends and fully experience all that
alone; the upperclassmen are ready to
Liberty has to offer!
help with their advice.
"Get to know the people on your hall,

N
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...The tie, essential
for every male's
wardrobe at Liberty

CD player with headphones for relaxing t o
your favorite jams

Day planner to
stay organized

The "Liberty
Champion" to'
keep Justin
informed and
enthused

School Books.
Can't forget those

LU traffic guide
to help Justin
remember what
color diamonds
to park in

Scissors for trimming loose hairs
that sometimes
touch the collar

Cellphone f o r g e t ting important calls
from Mommy.
Turn it off during
classes though

Water bottle to
keep from being
dehydrated after
walking up approximately 1024 steps
to your dorm.

Umbrella for the
daily showers in
"Drenchburg"

Roller blades for
quick trasportation around campus.
Photo by SHAUN CHELGREEN

Mcdelinx by Josh Davis

Stores help 'AkzzU' dull dorm rooms
By Laura Kanzler, reporter

I

t has been a long, hard day of
classes and all you want to do Is go
home. Unfortunately for most students, home Is anywhere from 45 minutes to 36 hours away.
So what must the average Liberty student retreat to, but to their dorms?
Ah, the comfort of sharing a small,
drab, square room with others has been
a source of grief for students of higher
learning since the creation of colleges.
And for Liberty students, dorm rooms
are no different than other schools.
"It [the dorm room] is pretty much
plain till I get to It, but afterwards it
begins to feel like home," Junior Bren
Nelson said.
So how can students make their dorm
rooms more comfortable to live in and a
little less like cellblock D?
Thankfully for Liberty students, there
are many stores that offer furnishings
appropriate for dorm rooms and apartments, such as Pier One, Target, Goodwill, DAV and of course, Wal-Mart.
Since college students do not normally have money floating around,
Goodwill is always a great place to go
and dig around for some unique finds.
"We've sold a lot of furniture to college
students in the last three weeks," Kate
Makrides, general store manager of
Goodwill, said.
A word of caution to new bargain
hunters. Goodwill is not for the faint of
heart, since shoppers must dig and
search through various items to find
that treasured room decoration.
On the other side of the financial
spectrum is Pier One, which has pretty
much anything and everything in home
decor.
"I like it a lot," Kelley Nelson, ajunior
at Liberty said. "It's a little pricey for the
college range, but it has good stuff."
Unless the average college student

M

^ ^

m

SHAUN CI IEI.GREEN-

M O D E L D O R M R O O M — No, this is not the model dorm room found in Residence Life. Aaron Glass, a freshman from Elon, North Carolina, got help from his mom
Mary Jane Glass, an Interior Decorator, for his room in Dorm 10. Complete with wall hangings, fashionable lamps, plants and framed pictures, this is where it's at.

wishes to spend an entire paycheck on
room decorations and necessities —
which is all too tempting at Pier One —
he or she may want to try something
more comfortable to the pocketbook
such as Target or Wal-Mart.
LU students know and love Wal-Mart,
with its close proximity to campus and
oh-so affordable prices. Wal-Mart has a
new competitor in town however Tar
get.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

u

m

Target has everything from brightly
beaded lamps to faux fur covered notebooks.
"We bought a trash can the other day
from Target," senior Chris Shank and
sophomore Justin Wilson said. Randy
Woody, a Target employee notes that he
has seen around 15 times as many college students during the past week.
"Computer desks and hutches, lighting fixtures, bath supplies, and shoe

racks," Woody said were the most popular items at Target.
However, with all the places to shop
and all the items to buy, what do Liberty students prefer to have in their
rooms?
Mike Bayly, ajunior, said the one
thing he couldn't do without in his
dorm room is "the egg crate on my bed!"
Ben Pittman, a sophomore, asserted
that a television is Just as great of a

need.
No matter what you consider to be the
greatest asset to your dorm room, perhaps the most Important thing to
remember is to let your personality
come through when fixing up your
humble abode. Whether you decorate
with beaded mirrors from Target or an
antique lamp from Goodwill, have fun
making your cellblock into "dorm,
sweet dorm!
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Dance with the devil and the
devil don't change, the devil
changes you.

lnion

Andrew Kevin Walker

Gore lighting a fire in the west

DeMoss construction:
patience required
Along with the construction of the two new stories of DeMoss Hall comes
a certain amount of Inconvenience. Because classes cannot be held in
DeMoss, Liberty is going to have to be a bit creative in the placement of
classes next semester.
Everyone is going to have to adjust their lifestyle to fit around the construction. When students and faculty are walking a little further to classrooms they're not used to being in, it's Important to remember what this
fantastic addition will mean to the university.
The first, most impressive thing one notices about the campus of the
University of Virginia is the beautiful Jeffersonian architecture. The way a
college is designed and built gives a large impression in one's mind of what
kind of establishment it is. UVa's architecture gives an air of academic
sophistication to the university.
In about two years, when the construction on DeMoss Hall is finished,
Liberty will have a more dignified appearance. In order for progress, sacrifices must be made. So, while the Inconveniences are occurring, think
about the important step Liberty is taking in making Itself a high class
university for many years into the future.

Liberty football is back
The Flames suited up and opened the college football season last Saturday
against East Tennessee State. On the surface, the football team got the season
off to a bit of a rough start by losing the game 37-20.
What went virtually unnoticed were the fine performances by some of the
Liberty players. For example, quarterback Biff Parsons was named NCAA l-AA
Independent Offensive Kayerof the Week after passing for 388 yards. In Parson's first collegiate game, he became only the seventh player in Liberty's history to pass for 300 yards.
Wide receiver Gavin Kralik was one of only five players to be named to the
Independent Honor roll. He returned five klckoffs for 162 yards Including 75yard return in the second quarter.
A nice, large Liberty crowd was on hand to watch these fine performances on
Saturday. It's good to see so many students enthusiastically turn out for the
first home game of the year. Teams always play better when they know they
have a big following of fans rooting for them to win. That's why it's important for
everyone to make a point to attend as many games as possible. After the
tremendous potential shown last game, It looks like Liberty will have a fine season. Show your support by coming out to Williams' Stadium and join your
friends in cheering on the Flames.

Quotes of the Week
"Flee from sexual Immorality. All other sins a man commits are outside
his body, but he who sins sexually, sins against his own body."
1 Corinthians 6:18
T d give my right arm to be ambidextrous."
Brian Kernlnghan
Computer Programming Pioneer
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The Clinton-Gore administration
can often be overheard singing various
songs. On the one hand you have
William-the-impeached Clinton who is
apparently a big fan of "Mambo No. 5."
Hillary also has her
favorites, as recently
she's been humming
the classic "Stand by
Your Man."
Now Prince Albertthe-tree-hugger—while
waiting to be made
king— has entered into
the ever-growing talent
show at the White
House. Unfortunately,
though, his song has to
do with more than just
interns and wandering husbands.
These days, Gore has been belting out
Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire,"
but he couldn't be more wrong.

Normally, when the forest fires hit,
the nation's forest service does Its best
to stop the fires by employing various
methods that have been used effectively for years. This year, however,
under many environmental restrictions
from the Clinton-Gore
team, those fighting
the fires are dealing
with a government
that Is keeping them
from saving people's
houses and lives
because it may harm
a fish or two.
Aircraft, which are
useful in fireflghting
because they can easily drop thousands of gallons of water
on fires, were actually kept from using
a stream near a Montana fire so that
they wouldn't harm the trout. As a
result, the fire has grown to 42,000
acres and the stream evaporated away
completely—killing all those precious
trout.

murray

Most people realize that forest fires
are a natural process that happens
whether we like it or not. It is actually
healthy for the forest to do a certain
amount of burning every year, as some
trees depend on the fires to reproduce.
However, as in most cases, when
humans interfere with nature's normal
processes, disaster can strike.
As some of LU's students from the
west know all-too-well, this year's fire
season has been a record-setter. Billed
as the worst In some 50 years, more
than 6.4 million acres have already
been completely scorched this year
alone, and the fires are still burning.

The main restriction hampering the
efforts of the firefighters Is the inability
for them to use bulldozers. Instead of
allowing bulldozers to come in and
clear away dead trees and create fire
lines, Clinton and Gore have made the
firefighters chop down the trees by
hand. The justification for the bulldozer ban? The D.C. duo says that
they want to avoid the appearance they
are using the fires as a chance to log
the forests.

As if battling these blazes, protecting fish and chopping trees weren't
hard enough, a further restriction
given the firefighters by our current
administration is the banning of the
use of flame retardant. Citing their
concerns that such chemicals may
harm the already-burning environment, Gore and his fellow tree-huggers
severely limited the availability of the
flame retardant, putting more lives and
property In danger than is necessary.
Amazingly, some volunteer firefighters have actually been threatened with
arrest for not following the environmental restrictions handed down from
Clinton and Gore.
Since the firefighters have to spend
all their time worrying about trout and
possible Jail terms, the fires have continued to expand. Currently, there are
28 fires burning in Montana and 26
fires in Idaho. Almost two million
acres in these states alone are ablaze.
Usually, when Clinton and Gore create their monthly catastrophes, they
are only effecting the lives of their families and associates. This time, however, they have carelessly tied the
hands of the dedicated men and
women who have left their homes to
save the homes of others.
Surely there are some who will
praise Gore's protection of the defenseless trout. But honestly, if they're just
going to die anyway, why not try to
save a home or two? J u s t a thought.

The inevitability of burn out
It's inevitable that the fire of youth
should run its course and burn out.
Nothing on this planet, mentally or
physically, lasts forever.
Never Is this concept more apparent
than when a returning student views
the incoming freshman class. They are
so excited, so eager to meet new people,
so happy to be here.
I was talking to two freshmen who
told me about what they had planned
for their college experience, what they
wanted to major in, and what they
wanted to do after college. They were
really excited to be here.
I remember when I was that way but
my attitude changed along the way.
Upon gaining information via education, a certain Innocence is lost.
When this innocence fades, there is
a feeling of regret but it's not such a
bad thing. After all, with time comes
experience and knowledge, neither of
which are bad things.
As you attend college, you're bound
to make mistakes. You get lost, can't
find various rooms, and take time for
granted. The more months you spend
at school, the more you'll be able to
learn and correct past mistakes.
Of course, there might be something
like too much experience which brings
about a sort of cynicism.
A little bit of cynicism is a good
thing. It's what keeps most adults
from getting into a car with a stranger
who promises candy. Of course, there
can be too much cynicism.
Many seniors have what is commonly called "Senioritis" where they're

burnt out and want nothing more than
to get out of here. They view school and
the lifestyle associated with it as little
more than old
news and seem to
look down on
those who feel
otherwise.
Burn out isn't
something rare. It
happens in all
walks and situations of life. A s a
professional
example, it's easy
to tell who's new
at a job based on the excitement In the
employee's eyes. As time goes on, that
excitement begins to drain into the
boredom of experience.
Another sign of a new employee is
the amount of mistakes that he or she
makes. It's a natural fact that mistakes
happen when the worker lacks experience. But once a worker has had the
job for a while, they will almost certainly improve.
Still, if an employee gets caught up
in the same daily routine for a long
period of time, they will become bored
and burn out. This is one reason why
jobs that don't pay a whole lot, and rely
on routine and repetition, have a high
turnover rate.
One of the more disturbing situations in which burnout occurs is in the
Christian life. When someone becomes
a born-again Christian, they're so
excited at first but then it seems to fizzle after a while. Complacency replaces
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the zeal once possessed.
When someone first becomes a
Christian, often times they are so
excited and want to tell others so badly that they end
up overwhelming and scaring people away. Over time,
the young Christian learns
from the mistakes created
out of an over-eagerness
and they're able to share
their beliefs in a more effective, efficient, and experienced way.
But then again a Christian can gain too much cynicism and burn out. After so many years
of seeing the religious hypocrites who
live to condemn others, it's easy to step
away from the faith that once burned
so bright. Maybe that which you once
held in such high esteem no longer
seems so new and exciting. Either way,
it's a case of being overloaded with
experience.
The answer, as in most things, is
found somewhere in the middle. Too
little time and you lack the experience
that you need. Too much time and bitterness or cynicism can snuff out the
youthful flame that once burned
brightly.
That's not to say time produces this
hardened state of mind. It depends on
the way you view the experiences you
gain through time. It's Just that time
makes it easy to burn out and it takes
a concentrated effort to do otherwise.

Who will win the collegefootballchampionship this season?
"Carolina, because it
has some really good
players this year."
-Ashlie Cassell, Soph.
Ashevllle, N.C.

"Florida, because E.
Graham is one of the
best running backs
in college football."
-Kevin Octay, Fr.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

"Virginia Tech,
Michael Vick cannot
be stopped."

"Purdue, because
they rule."

-Michael Jones, Fr.
Richmond, Va.

—Kristen Batdorf,
Soph.
Rockville, Ind.
"Florida State,
because of Weinke,
the quaterback and
Minor, the runningback."
-Gregory Seth, Fr.
Portsmouth, Va.
l'hotos by Chad Knight
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Men's soccer falls 4-1 to GWU
By Natalie Palmer, reporter

The LU men's soccer team had a
disappointing bout falling 4-1 In Its
season opener against the George
Washington Colonials In Washington
D.C. at the D.C. Classic on Sept.2 at
12 noon.
In the first game of the DC classic
the Flames outshot the Colonials 189 and had more control of the play
than the colonials.
The Flames were behind 2-0 but
immediately scored after George
Washington's second goal.
Senior Jose Gomez scored the only
goal for the Flames and had seven
shots on goal, while senior Kian
Brownlee assisted with a corner kick.
Junior goalie Dean Short had two
saves while putting up a great effort
to stop the Colonials from scoring,

while Pat Heery got a chance to play
the last seven minutes and had one
save.
The Colonials got on the board
midway through the first half when
Matthew Osborne— who scored two
goals including the game winner—
volleyed from Jeff Greenspan's throw
in from the corner flag.
George Washington scored early in
the first half and then tallied two late
goals with Just over a minute between
them.
With this win George Washington
advances to play the winner of the
American/Georgetown game at 2:30
p.m. on Monday at Harbin Field on
the campus of Georgetown university,
where the Flames would have played
if they had picked up a win this weekend.
While out-shooting the Colonials,

the Flames fell short on saves 3-6.
The start of the Flames season was
not what they had expected after the
exhibition game against HampdenSydney. Even though the Flames did
have control of much of the play, the
Colonials ultimately came out on top.
After the disappointing loss at
home the Flames had to pick it up
and play again on Monday against
American University.
Although the team did not play up
to the level that they would have preferred, they did leave the outcome up
to the Lord and glorified Him through
their soccer talent.
The next home game for the
Flames will be on Friday Sept. 8 at
7p.m. where they will be hosting
Georgia Southern.
DAYS OF OLD — LU charges the field last season, they prepare to do the same this season.

Biff Parson, born a quarterback, growing to be a godly man
By Brooke Herrmann, sports editor

ing your head," Parson said.
"He was always right there on the sideline with
He sat with his head humbly bowed, his eyes
me," Parson said.
lowered to the desk where his fingers, bloody from
"He was definitely my hero."
post-game play were fumbling with a rubber band
Also playing a major role in Parson's life are his
The veins In his forehead were popping out of his
three siblings as well as his father. Parson has a
skin as he tried to settle down after losing his first
25-year-old brother, a 17-year-old younger brother
game of the 2000 football season.
and a 12-yearold younger sisBiff Parson, Liberty's starting
ter.
quarterback was disappointed
So what was
with his performance in Saturit that brought
day's game against East Tenthis family man
nessee State.
so far from his
"Me throwing three picks doesGeorgian famn't help a lot, but nobody's perfect,
ily? Why Liband I'm trying to learn, and it's
erty?
fun playing," Parson said.
"I'm gonna (work harder) to get
"Outta high
better."
school, I was
Getting better is something
being recruited
Parson has always worked on.
by Mississippi
Growing up with his dad as his
State and Clemcoach, his father was always his
son and a lot of
strongest influence and Parson's
other D-I
hero In life as well as football.
schools. I had
never heard of
"I wanna say I started playing
Liberty in my
when I was born. My dad and I—
life 'til after footever since I can remember— have
ball of my senior
thrown the football," Parson said.
year when
Parson's dad was a defensive
coach came
coach when Biff was In school and
down and
he had been coaching high school
JOHN FISHER
recruited me,"
for 26 years.
NOT
GIVING
UP—
Parson
refuses
to
go
down
without
Parson said.
"He taught me so much on and
a fight in Saturday's loss to ETSU.
Leaning
off the field, like poise, and keep-

coaches."
towards Mississippi State, Parson left his options
Looking to the future Parson desires, as all athopen, but the Lord had plans to bring him here and
letes, to go pro.
shut the doors to other schools.
"I want to fulfill my dream and play somewhere.
Saved at the young age of eight in a small 20Ever since I was little I was running around telling
member church, the last three years of football at
everyone I wanted to play pro."
Liberty has taught Parson about life.
"But if I don't, I want to follow in my dad's foot"God has definitely taught me about character
^___-—_^________^_
steps and teach and
and persevercoach," Parson said.
ance through
Parson is only a
the game."
Junior and still has
"As a four
this and next season
year starter in
to conquer before he
high school and
tries to tackle the
then coming up
-Junior Flames Quarterback draft. Parson Is well
here and sitting
for three years,
Biff Parson aware of his weaknesses as well as his
God makes you
,
l
dreams.
have a little gut
" ••^~~ ^~•
"I just want to get better. I need to get games
check and find out where you are in the hands of
under my belt, and gain more experience," Parson
the Lord," Parson said.
said.
Parson's most memorable moments in football
Personally, Parson knows what his goals are this
were during his high school senior year.
season and desires to reach them for the Flames so
"It was just so much fun," Parson said. Named
he can help "win games."
player of the year in Northeastern Georgia, all area
AA-state, two- year teams offensive player of the
"I'm gonna learn from my mistakes (from Saturyear, completing 400-729 attempts for 5,471 yards
day's game)—(because) that's all you can do —and
and 41 touchdowns in his high school career, how
push myself to do better," Parson said.
could football not be fun?
Parson leads the Liberty Flames to battle at
But high school is over and Parson now leads a
James Madison University this weekend on Sept. 9
D-IAA team that is rebuilding its program.
at 6 p.m.
Parson and his team return home on Sept 16 to
"As a team I just want to win ball games this
host Gardner Webb at 7 p.m.
year. I could care less about stats, or this and that,
I know how this team is and I know how this team
has been in the offseason," Parson said. "We've
jelled together and that's a big credit to our

Women's soccer falls to VT
five of which came in the first
quarter.
The Lady Hokies produced 21
shots, 10 corners and 12 fouls
over LU's nine shots, two corners
and five fouls.
The win was the first of the
season for the Lady Hokies (1 -2),
while the Lady Flames are yet to
pick up a win.
"Winning is fun but we want
people to see us as a Christian
team," said Lady Flames coach
James Price.
With the loss of only one senior

By Jnuni Clifton, reporter

Liberty University's women's
soccer team lost its second game
of the season to the Virginia Tech
Hokies last Friday.
Hokle freshman Emily Barnhart scored the only goal of the
game, to give Va. Tech the 1 -0 victory.
The Lady Flames freshmen
goalie Amy Moxley recorded 12
saves. Hokies freshman Katie
Hancock recorded seven saves.

last season, and the addition of
four new freshmen, the team has
the advantage of experience.
Price feels that with each game
last season, the girls continually
progressed, leaving this season
with room only to become better.
Kim Arthouse, the Flame's
junior midfielder, feels this team
has had the best unity of all the
teams she has' been a part of in
her career at LU.
The Lady Flames next game
will be at home against Longwood
on Sept 5 at 7:30 p.m.

- • —
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' I just want to win ball games
this year, I could care less about
stats or this or that...

V

Wanted: reliable closer on contender
By John Farel, asst. sports editor

< The Atlanta Braves have
not had too much luck with
closers the last few years.
For example, Mark
Whplers who It seems forgot
how to pitch after he gave up
that home run to Jim Leyrltz
in the 1996 World Series.
Maybe that wasn't it but
the guy can't throw a strike

anymore to save his Ufe.
I'm sure we all remember
the John Rocker Incident of a
year ago.
Rocker's carefree language
Infuriated half the nation.
Despite his remarks about
New Yorkers, Rocker hasn't
pitched particularly well
against the Yankees or the
Mets and he hasn't had nearly
the year he had last year.
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Chevron
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ORBUFETT
CARRYKING
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ORIENTAL
Full & Service Gas - 24 Pumps
Car Washes - $2.00
FREE Car Wash w/ 8 Gal Fill Up
•

Oil changes done while you wait
State Inspections done 6 Days a Week
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•

Hours M-F 6-10 7-10 Sat 8-7 Sun
Mechanics on Duty M-F 6-5
Light Repairs on Weekends
m

All Major Credit Cards &
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2209 Wards Road :: 239-4539
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9603-C Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg, VA 24502
Waterlick Plaza
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All You Can Eat Se

•

4 lights from campus,
Drop off service to campus

Oh, and the Braves other
closer Kerry Litenberg had to
have arm surgery earlier this
year.
Remember the Braves second basemen Mark Lemke?
Maybe they should give him a
shot.
He was last seen throwing
knuckle balls in the Independent League.

SNOW CRAB LEGS,
MUSSELS, SCALLOPS,
SHRIMP, FISH, MUCH MOR
WE HAVE IT ALU
Buffet To Go Per Order
Take Out Party Tray from $18 • $25

LU Students-Bring your ID for
10% off! Offer ends 9/11/00

NO CHECKS PLEASE
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LU gets spiked in Carolina
the n e x t 10 points to win t h e third a n d final
game of the m a t c h 15-9. S o u t h Carolina h a d hitting percentage of .561 for the m a t c h , b r e a k i n g
the schools 16-year-old record.
The competition did n o t get a n y easier for t h e
Lady Flames in their third m a t c h a s they would
have to face t h e D u k e Lady Blue Devils. Liberty
fell in t h e first game 15-6, t h e second 15-9 a n d in
the third 15-3. J u n i o r , Rachel H a r n a c k led t h e
Flames with 2 3 a s s i s t s a n d two a c e s , while
freshmen S i m o n e T u r n e r led the way with n i n e
kills.
The Lady F l a m e s final m a t c h a g a i n s t Xavier
w a s their closest. They were narrowly defeated
15-13 in t h e first game a n d after being blown o u t
15-4 in the second LU regrouped a n d won t h e
third game 15-9. T h e Lady Flames desperately
fought to extend t h e m a t c h to a fifth game b u t
Xavier overcame t h e o n s l a u g h t to c a p t u r e t h e
victory, 15-12.
Texas Tech took t h e t o u r n a m e n t title by
defeating D u k e in a hard-fought final 15-7, 1215, 15-13 a n d 15-13. Texas Tech's Melissa
McGehee w a s n a m e d t h e t o u r n a m e n t ' s m o s t
valuable player.
The Lady F l a m e s will r e t u r n to action a t h o m e
a g a i n s t Providence a t 7 p . m . , Sept. 8 in t h e Libe r t y - R a m a d a Inn Invitational.

By John Farel, assistant sports editor
The defending Big S o u t h C h a m p i o n Liberty
University Lady F l a m e s volleyball t e a m opened
u p their s e a s o n o n losing note a s they lost to all
four of their o p p o n e n t s last w e e k e n d a t t h e Carolina Classic in C o l u m b i a , S.C.
The Lady F l a m e s , w h o a r e still trying to a d j u s t
to t h e loss of t h r e e o f l a s t y e a r s top players,
Anthonia A k p a m a , Kyrie Dorn a n d A t h e n a Sherwood, played t h e e v e n t u a l c h a m p i o n Texas Tech
Lady Raiders in Friday's first r o u n d of t h e tournament.
Liberty lost t h e b e s t o u t of five 3 - 1 , losing t h e
first g a m e 15-6, t h e second, 15-0 a n d t h e fourth
15-7. The F l a m e s won t h e third game 15-11. T h e
Lady Raiders recorded 7 3 kills while holding t h e
Lady F l a m e s to 3 7 .
In Liberty's s e c o n d m a t c h a g a i n s t the h o s t
t e a m , S o u t h Carolina, t h e Lady Flames fell
b e h i n d 12-0 in t h e first game t h a n k s to three
USC a c e s . T h e Lady Gamecocks went o n to win
t h e m a t c h 15-2 b e h i n d a n incredible hitting percentage of . 7 4 1 .
In t h e second game South Carolina j u m p e d
o u t to a n early 9-1 lead a n d the Lady Flames
were u n a b l e to right themselves losing 15-4.
It a p p e a r e d LU might take t h e third game, a s
they took a n early 8-6 lead. However, S o u t h Carolina r e s p o n d e d after timeout by winning n i n e of

.IOHN FISHER

"TAKE FIVE" — Liberty sets up a point in home alumni game preparing for their loss to Carolina, The Flames
are still adjusting to loosing the "triple threat."

LU athletes try out for the Olympics
By Devon Parks, assistant sports editor

The center-fielder was also named
In only his second year running for the
coming on strong a n d h a s visions of gold medals
to the Baseball America a n d ColleFlames, the sprinter turned some heads on
filling her dreams.
giate Baseball's Louisville Slugger
more than one occasion.
A former gymnast, Wildrick u s e s h e r strength
Freshmen Ail-American team, a n
Decker h a s achieved everything a college
a n d flexibility to elevate herself in the pole vault, a n
accomplishment achieved by no other
athlete could a s k for. He h a s won several
event she j u s t started learning a year a n d a half
Liberty baseball player a t the NCAA
BSC Championships, both individually a n d
ago. S h e h a s made a lot of strides in that short
Division I level.
on relays.
a m o u n t of time.
Perhaps the biggest m a r k Butler
He h a s r u n his way to Nationals two
In her short time in track, Wildrick h a s been a
h a s made for the Flames
BSC Champion a n d a n All-East selection.
DECKER years in a row, a n d h a s been
was being selected to try o u t for the
awarded All-American s t a t u s in
She made school history this past season
US National baseball team.
both the indoor a n d outdoor 400m.
by becoming the first female NCAA DiviIt was a t the end of May t h a t Butler
sion I All-American a t Liberty.
To top off his list of accomplishments,
received the call to be among the top 4 0
Decker clocked a fast enough time to get
Wildrick qualified for the Olympic Trials
baseball players in the country trying
him to the Olympic Track a n d Field Trials.
at the Liberty Twilight Qualifier in May,
o u t for the team.
He would be running the 400m with
with a J u m p of 13'5.25".
According to Butler, the tryouts conthe country's best-including Olympic Gold
At the trials, Wildrick arrived a few days
sisted of practicing a n d playing the MexiMedalist Michael J o h n s o n .
early a n d w a s able to get a feel for the
canNational team five times. Although
place. S h e also got to train with World
"I j u s t wanted to do the best I could,"
BUTLER
WILDRICK Record holder Stacy Dragila.
he didn't make the National team, it was a
Decker said.
learning experience.
"I wasn't exactly nervous, I j u s t felt
His best was all he could a s k for. Decker
"I got to see where my skills were and w h a t I
rushed," Wildrick commented on the competition.
crossed the line in 47.43, placing him 31 st in the
needed to improve on," Butler said.
"I w a s concentrating on w h a t I w a s doing. You're
competition. J o h n s o n won the event in 45.16.
j u s t out there doing your best for God a n d yourButler is returning to Liberty baseball this
Decker's time from National's, a month prior to the
self."
spring a n d is expected to produce j u s t a s v/ell if not
trials, 45.59, would have qualified him for the
better t h a n last season.
Olympics.
Wildrick was unable to clear the opening height
Improvement is always the n a m e of the game in
"If I'm healthy, I think I have a good chance to
of 13'2.25" in the preliminary round. Dragila won
every sport played.
make the team in 2004," Decker said.
the women's pole vault event.
Track a n d Field is one of those sports where
Keep a look-out in 2004 a s Decker will not be
Butler, Decker a n d Wildrick may not have
improvement is essential. Michael Decker knows
the only r u n n e r with a good chance to make the US
entirely g r a s p e d t h e i r d r e a m , for now they a r e
all a b o u t improvement a n d the success that comes
Olympic Track Team.
c h a m p i o n s b u t they will c o n t i n u e to r e a c h o u t
along with it.
Gymnast turned pole vaulter Andrea Wildrick is
until they achieve it.

Every athlete dreams of becoming a champion.
Whether the dream is winning a conference championship or receiving the championship Super
Bowl ring, a true champion will strive to reach that
dream no matter what the c o s t
True champions will workjust a little bit harder
than the average athlete, p u s h themselves
a litUe bit more.
They will stay a t practice a little bit
longer and they will make sacrifices to
achieve their dreams.
This s u m m e r Keith Butler, Michael
Decker and Andrea Wildrick took one step
closer to achieving their dreams.
All three athletes represented Liberty a t
the Olympic Trials, competing a m o n g the
nation's best athletes in baseball a n d track a n d
field.
Keith Butler, while only a sophomore, h a s made
his mark on Liberty baseball in several ways.
As a freshman last season, Butler's team leading
.406 batting average ranked htm in the top 4 0
nationally.
Butler also amassed six h o m e r u n s , 14 doubles ,
49 RBI's and stole 3 5 bases.
Butler set the Big South Conference history by
being the first player in the history of the conference to be named Rookie a n d Player of the Year in
the same season.

United States teams wrap up preparations for Olympics
By John Farel, asst. sports editor, compiled from the AP

lous," U.S. coach Rudy Tomjanovich said.
"He d o e s t h i n g s t h a t we never t h o u g h t anybody could," g u a r d Ray Allen said."What Vince
h a s is n o t s o m e t h i n g t h e rest of u s c a n achieve
in o u r c a r e e r s .
The select team, w h i c h w a s m a d e u p of college
players, s u c h a s D u k e ' s J a s o n Williams, a n d
UNC's J o s e p h Forte, were led by Michigan
S t a t e ' s J a s o n R i c h a r d s o n ' s 2 0 - p o i n t performance.
The U.S. b a s k e t b a l l t e a m will travel to Tokyo,
w h e r e they will play Spain o n T u e s d a y a n d
J a p a n on Wednesday.

With t h e Olympics s e t to begin in less t h a n a
m o n t h t h e U.S. m e n s basketball t e a m c o n t i n u e d
it's p r e p a r a t i o n with 111 -74, t r o u n c i n g of t h e
U.S. Select Team S a t u r d a y night.
The Olympic t e a m w a s led by Vince C a r t e r ' s
2 4 points. C a r t e r h i t o n all 10 of h i s s h o t s five of
which were d u n k s .
One of h i s more Impressive d u n k s w a s a
windmill t h a t c a m e o n a fast b r e a k in which h e
c a u g h t a n alley-oop p a s s .
"I knew h e could J u m p b u t t h a t w a s ridicu-

GET THIS MIND-BLOWING

Meanwhile, t h e U.S. Olympic b a s e b a l l t e a m
h a s decided t h a t it will have n o retired players
on t h e t e a m . Tim R a i n s , w h o recently retired
after 21 s e a s o n s in Maior League baseball, w a s
rejected last week by t h e selection committee.
Rains, w h o is fifth in t h e all time stolen b a s e
list, w o n two World Series with the New York
Yankees a n d h a d a career . 2 9 5 b a t t i n g average.
"We a p p r e c i a t e Tim's desire a n d effort. He
sacrificed b o t h physically a n d mentally to try to
m a k e this s q u a d . It J u s t d i d n ' t p a n o u t , b u t w e
do t h a n k h i m for that,"selection committee
m e m b e r Bob Watson said.

EYE
EXAMINATIONS
Treatment of Eye infections
Dry liye Treatment
Cataract Evaluation

Glaucoma Treatment

This year's Olympics will m a r k t h e first time
professionals will b e u s e d . In t h e first two m e d a l
t o u r n a m e n t s it w a s restricted to a m a t e u r s .
Michael J o h n s o n r a n h i s final race S u n d a y in
p r e p a r a t i o n for t h e Olympics a s h e c r u i s e d to a n
easy victory in t h e 4 0 0 m a t the Rieti G r a n d Prix
meet.
J o h n s o n finished with a time of 4 4 . 4 6 a h e a d
of Britain's Mark R i c h a r d s o n a n d fellow t e a m a t e
J e r o m e Davis.
"I felt good," J o h n s o n said. "Everthing's right
w h e r e it s h o u l d be."

Student Special
Eye Exams $35.00*
* A current student II) must be |>re>enttd at the time of c u n i . Dilation not included. Contact Eums
extra. No other discouuu aunty.

Computerized Visual Fields

F$atm$ an unreleased Heit Young track!
Some youth1. Morcheebal tomlwl Eve &' and morel

"Nothing is more precious than your eye sight*

OPTICAL

VIRGINIA EYE CLINIC

Designer Eyewear
One-1 lour Service

itiyaiiy releasefromone of the featured artists or

make my purchase of $30 et mote and you
get a FREE copy of Monitor This/

Dr. T i m o t h y J . Wilson & Assoc.

Sunwear
All Contact Lenses
Prescriptions rilled

Optometrists

j $25.00 off*'
' Complete pair of Glasses '

I
3700 Candiers Mountain Road
(Candlers Station)
M-"lh 10-9; F-S 10-10; Sun. 1-6
84S-1295

I

II

Virginia Eye Clinic

!

Optical Shoppes
'COUJMU UUMI ba picsenlcu ill
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Next to Cioodwill
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Enlist In the TREX ARMY at www.

LYNCHBURG
239-5323
FOREST
385-5870
Route 221 Across from
Dinger King
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Dr. Timothy J. Wilson
D r . C u t l i y <>

Anderson

Optometrists
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pliled from the Associated Press

Lofton ties run streak
Cleveland Indian's Kenny Lofton scored a
r u n in the first Inning of Sunday's game, tying
a Major Leaguerecord by scoring for the 18th
consecutive game.
Lofton led off the inning with a single
against Baltimore Orioles starter J a y Spur-

geon, who was making only his second career
start.
Lofton tied the record set by New York Yankees' Red Rolfe In 1939. Ted Kluszewskl
holds the NL record, scoring in 17 consecutive
games for the 1954 Cincinnati Reds.

Davis is money as 'Skins nip Carolina
Stephen Davis took the money a n d r a n .
Bruce Smith ran a n d took the m o m e n t u m
with a jarring hit to the quarterback.
The Redskins newest rich player combined
with one of the oldest ones S u n d a y to swing
the tide In the second half. The priciest roster
in the NFL history debuted in the Washington
Redskins 20-17 victory over the Carolina Panthers.
"People think we've added 15 guys who a r e

egomaniacs," said coach Norv Turner,
Turne who
also got solid game from new comers Deion
Sanders a n d Mark Carrier.
"We've added four players who are real,
real pros."
Bruce Smith tallied two sacks a n d Stephen
Davis, who recently agreed to nine-year contract worth nearly $ 9 0 million rushed for
133 yards a n d a touchdown.

JOHN FISHER

"GO GET 'EM" — Head coach Ken Karcher encourages freshman quarterback Rich Ingram during Saturday's loss
to East Tennessee state that ended 37-20 at Williams Stadium.

Football: Karcher gets feet wet
Continued from page 12
Liberty started the third quarter with "Parson's 11 yard pass to
Gavin Kralick ihree plays into the
quarter.
ETSU retaliated with another
touchdown lifting the Bucs to 3710.
Refusing to quit, Liberty
stepped u p a s Kelley kicked
another field goal to lift the
Flames to 37-13.
Liberty's offense started the
fourth quarter refusing to be stagn a n t the rest of the game a s it
drove all quarter for another
touchdown with only :27 left in

the game.
Parson completed 31 of 49
passes, threw for 388 yards and
despite his three interceptions he
was named NCAA I-AA Independant Offensive Player of the Week.
"I'm gonna (work harder) to get
better, I'm Just trying to win
games here, not do anything for
myself," Parson said. Kralik was
also named to the Honor Roll.
As far a s the rest of the team
was considered, Karcher did say
there were some other guys a s
well who stood o u t
"We showed great effort from
the side lines, a n d that's one
thing 1 can't control a s a coach,"

Karcher said.
"As long as we give an effort we
have a chance to get bettter, they
showed the even when we were
down, no one quit."
"It (Saturday's game) was
encouraging to see where we can
be, knowing that once some
things click we're gonna be a very
good ball team," assistant
strength and conditioning coach
Neal Bryant said.
The Flames will be a t JMU on
Saturday, SepL9 taking on the
Dukes a t 6 p.m. Liberty returns
home on Sept. 16 to host Gardner
Webb.

Seattle's Abbot hurls one-hitter
Paul Abbott pitched 7 1 / 3 innings of no-hit
ball Sunday to rebound from his worst start
of the season a n d lead the Seattle Mariners to
a 5 J 0 victory over the Boston Red Sox.
After giving u p a hit Abbott was relieved by
J o s e Paniagua who got four o u t s to preserve
the one-hit shutout.

Abbott, who allowed eight r u n s in seven
innings against the New York Yankees on
Monday, h a d no trouble with the anemic Red
Sox, who managed Just three hits in a 4-1
loss Saturday.
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make : money; Bearsmal
y. Pigs get slaughtered!"
-Anonym

I
.
-I'M
i!
I
C l a s s i f i e d s
Doubles Coupons
Everyday Unlimited

Food & Drug

See StOrt'

for details.

Up to and Including 5 0 ^
Dr. Pepper, Mountain Dew

Boneless
Skinless
Chicken Breast

Diet Pepsi
or
| PepsiCola

Pound

M

m 24 Pack

FOOD
SALE
E990
waffles

'nm&

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18(2 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

50tf
$1.00
$1.50

Champion Special:**

12-oz. cans

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
ALL CLASSI1- IL1) ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: W V
Arrows: » > -

Assorted fudge or

Kroger ice
Cream Bars

2 liter bottles
3 for S3
with c.ird

Limit one with card and additional purchase

Corn, Green Beans or Peas

U.S.D.A. select

Porterhouse
or

stokely's
Canned
vegetables

f-Bone Steaks
Pound

California Sugar sweet Black,

Wed Of White
seedless
Crapes

11 Count

14.25 -15.25-01.

n

res
WM*
$ »

Sttti'.lO

jeno's Crisp'n
TastyPizza

Cfisp'ntasty

Pillsbury
roaster strudel

Assorted Varieties

Kroger

Deluxe
icecream
1/2 Gallon

Pound

Pepperidge Farm
Garlic Bread
i^W

1001

Minute Maid
Orange Juice
10 1301.
W.y.'>

$$

#*** Nature Made
Vitamins
F y

savory, BBQ, Lemon Pepper or

Golden Herb
Motisserie
Each
thicken

v^j; of the same variety

49

3T

it/ate Selection
Turkey Pies
15/6 PUg

s

27 2 OZ PkQ

l-JHfcil

Part-time/full time position for
assistant manager for gift &
coffee shop. Must be dependable, outoing, honest, and
energetic. Hours include
Saturdays, Exp preferred. Must
have some form of resume.
Please call Melinda/Dana @
385-5872
Bicycle repair sevice person.
Prier exp. prefered must be
mechanically inclined. Great
atmosphere with flexible hrs.
Apply in person to Bikes
Unlimited 2248 Lakeside Drive

Wanted Spring Breakers!
Cancun, bahamas, Florida &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask ow you can Organize
A small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & Earn Cash! call
1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
sales® suncoastvacations.com

EDUCATION &
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
2602 Langhome R d
(across from EC Glass)
Hours M F 9 - 5 C a l 847-6895
- ATHLETES FOOT STUDY: Metes 7
Females ages 12 & over w/Afriletes Foot
STUDY PAYS $200
-EACKPATCH STUDY: Mates&Femates

Spring Break Deluxe Hotels
Reliable Air Free Food Drinks.
Cancun.Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel
Free and Earn Cash! Do it on
the Web! Goto
StudentCity.com or call 800293-1443 for info.

ages 18+ starts Monday 9/1800 (MWF)
between the hours of 11am-1pm or 2-6pm
through 10300,2vreeks rest Lastvist1Q23
- 1 0 2 7 STUDY PAYS $120
- MALE THINNING HAIR STUDY Mates
ages 1840wilh1hhning har. 10visits over 30
weete. STUDY PAYS $300
- A R M PATCH STUDY: Mates & Femates
ages 1869. Study stertsMon SfllflO Ihru
922O0(Mon - Fri) 2 week rest

Make your own hours seel
spring break 2001 trips highest
commissions - lowest prices
NO cost to you
Travel free including food,
drink & specials!!! World class
vacations 200 student travel
planners "Top Producer"
1.800.222.4432

Last visits 109 - 1 0 / 1 2 1 4 viste over 5 wks.
Hours 3:30 - 5:30 STUDY PAYS $100

*v

* v >.r * v >tr

SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamai.
Now Hiring Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free Trips.
Free Meals... Book by Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE Info
pack or visit on-line a u n s p l a s h t o u r s . c o m

1 -800-426-771 O

Jb. > i Zk -*•
>.f

*V

*"ltr
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Men lojf. Ciiicken Piet or

Private Selection

ituni t f" us cuua mro„9h srpifmw s. ?oao in t^nctmurg
KiOilon htightf lAppamito* CojJiti,lu MM nogti Mid
HtuntK kVerMerwtlwngnttGlimit QuandtM Noneioiato

Welcome back to Liberty! The
National Guard has your $38,000 bonus ready! We can
also repay loans and pay up to
$20,000 for college. Call to find
out more. 582-5134

$$999

Baby Back
Ribs

WED THUR FRI SAT
9
6
8
7

Welcome to the tropics! Now
hiring full & part-time servers.
Fun environment - flexible
hours at the Big Lick Publick
House

Great minds
all have one
thing in
common:

They

ion

f^K

Champion
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
• 9/5 Longwood at LU, 7:30
p.m.
• 9/9 Youngstown State at
LU,3

Sports

MEN'S SOCCER
^ 9/9 LU at Virginia
Invitational in
Charlottesville, 9:30 a.m.

FOOTBALL
i 9/9 LU at JMU, 6

MEN'S SOCCER
s 9/8 Georgia Southern at
LU, 7

VOLLEYBALL
y 9/8-9 Liberty-Ramada Inn
Invitational, times vary

Cross Country rocks

J L

[brooke Herrmann

We've got
spirit yes we
do...
As that annoying beeping
sound of the weather channel's
flash flood warning scanned
| across my tv screen early Saturday evening all I could think of
iji was our home opener. Over the
past three years that I have been
a part of this student body I have
I watched UJ's school spirit rofler;;:• coaster. •••'.
I'll never forget my freshman
I year, when everything was so new
I and exciting, the Vines Center
| was full for almost every game
1 and Wlllliams Stadium looked
like Homecoming every home
1 £arae.
Then, I'm not quite sure what
happened my sophomore year but
I attendance dropped immensely
| across the boards in LU athletics.
I clearly remember being one of
10 people a t Worthlngton StaI dium to watch the 1998 Big
| South baseball champs play their
games in the spring.
But Saturday night was differe n t 1 was ecstatic to find 6,279
s Flames fans out in the rain and
| fog supporting Liberty's new pro| gram on Saturday night. So
I today 1 give props to you, the
I';., fans. ' •
fcouldn't help but smile when
| 1 saw Liberty's own women In
I white t-shlrts with red and blue
| spray paint on them spelling out
| "GO FLAMES".
Coach Karcher has told me he
I wants "anyone who even knows
s what a football looks like to come
•i out and support his team." I was
I thrilled to see j u s t that at LU's
I home opener.
Mickey Glrdy did an amazing
I job at hyping the Flames. All the
I; food and games, and blow up
II rides, contests, half-time games,
I and the Nissan Frontier giveaway
was an amazing ploy to attract
| not only LU students but the
I community as well. The event
| had all the excitement of a counI try fair. All that was missing from
Saturday's game was a ferris
I wheel.
Fan support is something that
is needed by any sport team. But
after seeing the turn out this
weekend, I'm beginning to think
that the fans are actually getUng
| fired up. Who knew?
Don't get me wrong, I'm not
expecting some radical inflation
In LU t-shlrt wear, but I am saying that the market is looking
| good for their stock.
A wise man once said that a
team is only as strong as its fan
support. If LU steps u p and pull
through for this new young team,
as tough a$ its schedule is, the
| possibilities are endless.
Mind you, the skill must be
there, but that is in the hands of
the players and the coaches, and
that Is something we do not have
to worry about. Our Job is to
cheer the guys mentally, because
I'm sure it's a lot easier to play
hard for a stadium with fans in it,
than an empty house. Keep It up
fans and don't give up on our
team yet, it's only one loss.we've
got the whole season.
•:•.•,-.*.-.-••.'.'

coming off a great track season. Parsons
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returns as last year's Rookie of the Year

By Devon Parks, assistant sports edior

If preseason polls accurately foreshadow the upcoming cross-country season, then the Flames have It made. Both
the men and women's cross-country
teams were selected as the preseason
favorites to win the Big South Conference
Championship.
The Lady Flames, according to Head
Coach BrlantTolsma, definitely have the
potential to take the top spot
"I like how experienced our girls are,"
Tolsma said. "Even the freshman are cornfogtowith rare experience."
Experience is what it will take to win.
Losing Tammi Green and Amy Teer left a
small void in the team, but the Lady
Flames should more than make up for it In
the leadership ofjunior Heather Sagan and
sophomore Rebecca Parsons.
Sagan, according to Tolsma, looks
much improved after last season and is

and is running as well as— if not better
than—last year.
Joining Sagan and Parsons is the tough
freshman crew of Christian Burleson, Lucy
LeBaron and Valerie Westphal. Adding in
returners Tracy Hoare and Sarah Pettit
will give the Lady Flames seven contenders
for thetopfivespots on the team.
Tolsma said he expects the women to
win the triple crown this year with championships to cross-country and outdoor
track.
Although die men are picked to win Big
South, they certainly will have their work
cut out for them if they want to win tiieir
fourth straight championship. The Flames
lost four of their top five runners to graduaUon.
With Stephen Githuka, Brian Klpron,
John Kahn and Dan Orr gone, senior
Bruce Kite will have some large shoes to

fill.
"Thankfully, we return Kite," Tolsma
said. "He'll be a good Runner of the Year
contender."
"My concern is that we are very inexperienced compared to recent years," Tolsma
said.
Josh Zealand returns for this season,
and is expected to be the number two runners for the Flames.
"Zealand looks strong at the moment,"
Tolsma said. "He should be tougher this
year."
Also returning this year are Stephen
Meier and Mike Lunde. Both will be battling with newcomer Tommy Sangutei and
freshmen Bobby Hunt, Dan Rabe and
DusUn Taylor for the number three, four
andfivespots.
"They (the Big South) respect us. To
expect our team to win is not very realistic," Tolsma said. "Nevertheless, we will
give it our best shot"

HE GOT AWAY — LU grad Stephen Githuka
will be greatly missed by mens cross country.

Intramural
sports begin

LU slips in opener
By Brooke Herrmann, sports editor

Flames Head Coach Ken
Karcherwas worried about his
offense, but m Saturday's outing
it looked like he should Ve been
worried about his defense.
Liberty fell to East Tennessee
State 37-20 to Saturday's season
opener at Williams Stadium.
East Tennesse managed to
dampen Liberty's first run as the
Bucs scored in the first 55 seconds of the game.
The deep pass was completed
by Tim Turner for 58 yards which
put East Tennesse on the board 70.
The Flames began their first
drive with a pass to senior wide
receiver/Travis Burns for nine
yards by LU's starting quarterback Junior, Biff Parson.
Three plays later, sophomore
Broc BuUer ran for 29 yards on a
draw play to set up Parson's play
, action pass to senior tight end,
D.J. Jordan for 20 yards giving
Liberty the first down on the
ETSU14.
Parson then threw a 17- yard
pass to BuUer for another LU first
down on the ETSU 4, setting up
Burns for a 19- yard run for a
touchdown.
Sophomore Jay Kelley was successful in his first kick of the year,
putting Liberty on the boards 7-7.
East Tennessee State wasted
no time in scoring In the second
quarter as Liberty opened the second quarter with three turnovers.
The Bucs led the Flames 10-7
with a field goal within the first
minute of play.
Unsatisfied with a three-point
lead, the Bucs recovered a fumble
on the LU 11 and scored one play

PHOTO CREDIT

Program kicks off,
offering students six
sports to participate
in this fall.
By John Farel, assistant sports editor

W:i
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JOHN FISHER

TUCK AND RUN— Senior wide receiver Gavin Kraiik rushes past East
Tennessee State's defense at William's Stadium Saturday.

later.
East Tennessee led Liberty 167 with 12 minutes left in the half.
The Bucs never let up as the next
six plays were defensive nightmares for the Flames.
Liberty could not hold ETSU as
Terrance Sims of ETSU rushed for
82 yards for the Bucs fourth

touchdown of the night
The Flames fought back when
Kelley kicked a 47- yard field goal
to lift Liberty to 30-10 two minutes before the two teams entered
half-time.
Please see FOOTBALL, page 11

Beginning on Sept. 8, Liberty University will
kick off its intramural sports program for the fall
semester.
This fall there will be six sports plus a basketball
all star night and a weekend beach volleyball tournament. In addition to the games and tournaments
the intramural staff has made it much easier to register and find a team through the use of a new Website.
Steve Chamberlain, the assistant director of
intramural sports said the new Website will be the
biggest improvement.
The site, www.intramurals.com/llberty, will
allow students to check announcements, scores,
schedules and standings.
"The Website is self-explanatory. Students can
sign up and register as a team or as a free agent.
Once students register as a team they will have
their own webpage," Chamberlain said.
The first event is a beach volleyball tournament
scheduled for the weekend of Sept. 8-9, with the
deadline to register set for Sept. 5.
Some of the other fall sports Include: coed volleyball, outdoor soccer, tennis, flag football, basketball
and floor hockey.
Although participation in intramurals has
increased over the years Chamberlain would like to
see it grow even more.
Chamberlain would like to see the program's
appeal expanded, especially in attracting more
women to the sports.
In addition to being a good way to meet people,
Chamberlain feels it lets students be part of the
whole college experience.
"This gives kids who aren't good enough to participate at the Division I level a chance to play,"
Chamberlain said.

LU adds women's tennis
By Justin Ridge, reporter

The 2000-01 sports year marks the
Inaugural season for Uie women's tennis
team. There are 10 players on the fall team
and none of ihem are receiving scholarships.
For the girls that are on the team
presently, this lall season is an exciting tryout for them.
"We had 18 girls come out on the first
day of practice, now we have 10 remaining,"
Coach Hubbard, the men's and women's
tennis coach, said.
Hubbard hopes to be recruiting players
for scholarships in January.
Tennis has been at Liberty for 13 years,
and according to Coach Hubbard, there
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have always been intentions to have a
women's team. Now that the team is a reality, Hubbard believes that great steps will
be made with the tennis program.
"What is provided Is an opportunity for
these girls to play," Hubbard said.
TWo clear standouts that Hubbard sees
are freshman Tara Finney and sophomore
Alison Cho. Coach Hubbard plans on having a complete team of 10 by the end of the
fall, with a traveling team of seven.
"My goal Is to make the mens ad
women's players into great college-level tennis players," Hubbard said. "Its going to
take twotofiveyears to build a foundation.
But 11 these girls work on their stroke and
Iheii game, then some could return next
year."

JOHN RSHEB

TRENDSETTERS — LU's inagural women's tennis team is beginning to take shape as they
prepare for their season this spring.

